PROJECT DOCUMENTATION
Case Study – www.atamana.nl
Project name

Atmana Bouwkundig Adviesbureau (Atmana architectural consultance agency)

Assignment

Freelance engineer and founder of the architectural consultancy agency Atmana wanted to
have a professional website made for his agency. After contact with Scalda for an internship
student in the field of engineering, Scalda proposed that he could have his Atmana website
maintained by some of the IT students. He agreed and let an IT student maintain his existing
website for marketing purposes with additional information and a different lay-out.

Project team

The project team included the freelance engineer himself together with a student of Scalda (a
Secondary Vocational Education Institute) and the maintenance of this website was part of an
IT class.

Project goal

This web site provides information about the different work activities of Atmana. His
engineering proceedings consist of three things, namely; advise, drawings and licences and
with this website Atmana tries to increase its customer base.

Client requirements The client requirements were not very difficult. The Atmana website was an existing one, but
need some lay-out changes, like the background, way of presenting the website information,
website navigation, photo’s etcetera. Besides that the website needed additional information
concerning the working activities.
Method of work

First of all the Scalda student start to work with the existing CMS and website lay-out. The
client presented his wishes according to examples of other websites and the student started to
change the Atmana website according to his wishes. After some contact and examples, the
client and the student selected a certain format. When that part of the website was taking care
of, the client presented the content for the website in written text (“Word” format”, and the IT
student start to work with this text. Finally the website was delivered after four weeks and after
some testing and finishing touch, the renewed Atmana website was launched.

Web content

In contrast with other websites the client liked a very simple and basic lay-out and content. He
wanted a standard home page and contact page, and besides that he wanted information about
his three main working activities. Namely engineering advise, architectural drawings and
architectural licences. On these three pages some information is presented.

Used software

Because the clients website was already a regular hosted one, instead of a free open source,
the student worked with the “Site Apps” CMS. Besides that he used “Photoshop” and “Word” to
adjust the lay-out, photo’s and logo and of course for the presented text.

Scalda Teacher
comment

“It is a very professional website, with a clear lay-out. The information is presented in a different
way than usual and ensures that visitors can immediately see where the website was created
for and where they can find information about certain topics. The layout fits nicely with the
purpose of Atmana, it suits well an architectural consultancy agency. The content is fine, with
concise text that present exactly what you can expect. Finally, the logo and pictures are
adjusted too and this fits well to the total and therefore it is a nice, well organized website with
everything needed.”

Online-URL

www.atmana.nl

